This book covers the content on using geometric approaches to design the freeform shape of products that are worn by human bodies. The recent trend about user-customized product design requires that the shape of such products be automatically adjusted according to the human bodies’ shape, so that people will feel more comfortable when wearing them.

The motivation of this book is to introduce readers to the newly developed geometric solution for the design automation of customized freeform objects, which can greatly improve the efficiency of design processes in various industries involving customized products (e.g., garment design, toy design, jewel design, shoe design, and design of medial devices, etc.). The products in the above industries are usually composed of very complex geometry shape (represented by free-form surfaces), and are not driven by a parameter table but a digital human model with freeform shapes or part of human bodies (e.g., wrist, foot, and head models). After carefully designing a product around one particular human model, it is desirable to have an automated tool for “grading” this product to other shape-changed human bodies while retaining the original spatial relationship between the product and human models.

The techniques introduced in this book are based on my research conducted in this area in the past decade, which cover the algorithms of human body reconstruction, freeform product modeling, constraining and reconstructing freeform products, and shape optimization for improving the manufacturability of freeform products. Based on these techniques, the design automation problem for human-centered freeform products can be fundamentally solved. This book can be used as a reference book for researchers and developers working on problems of automatic designing of products customized for individuals, and it can also be used as a reference book for courses in computer-aided product design at the graduate level.
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